
C O M P U T E R  S C I E N C E

Fundamentals of programming
 Fundamentals of data structures
Systematic approach to problem solving
Theory of computation
Fundamentals of data representation
Fundamentals of computer systems 
Fundamentals of computer organisation and
architecture
Consequences of uses of computing
Fundamentals of communication and
networking

Why Study Computer Science? 
Computer Science is a subject both relevant to
the classroom and the real world. Advances in
computing are transforming the world in which
we live and changing with the times. The course
has very clear, well-structured assessment
criteria and the exams include a variety of
assessment styles so that you feel more confident
and able to engage with questions. The course
also provides the opportunity for you to carry out
your own project, creating a solution to a
problem from any area of computing, for
example: building a game, using physical
computing (Arduino or Raspberry Pi), exploring
machine learning, utilising artificial intelligence,
writing desktop/mobile apps, understanding
complex modelling and more – the choice is
yours!

What do you need to study Computer

Science? 
GCSE computer science is an advantage but not
essential. Some prior experience of computing
would be beneficial as would Mathematics GCSE
at grade 6 or above.

What will you study? 
Year 12 

Fundamentals of programming 
Fundamentals of data structures
Fundamentals of algorithms
Theory of computation
Fundamentals of data representation
Fundamentals of computer systems
Fundamentals of computer organisation and
architecture
Consequences of uses of computing
Fundamentals of communication and
networking • Fundamentals of databases 
Big Data
Fundamentals of functional programming
Systematic approach to problem solving

 Year 13 

 
Non-exam assessment – the computing
practical project 
Paper one: This paper tests your ability to
program, as well as your theoretical knowledge of
computer science from subject content 10–13 and
the skills required from section 22. 
Paper two: This paper tests your ability to answer
questions from subject content 14–21 above. 

How will you be assessed? 
On-screen examination - 40% (2 hours 30
minutes). A series of short questions and
write/adapt/extend programs in an electronic
answer document. There will be preliminary
material, a skeleton program and test data for use
in the exam. 
Written examination - 40% (2 hours 30
minutes). Compulsory short-answer and
extended answer questions. 
Non-Exam Assessment - 75 marks and 20%.
Assesses your ability to use the knowledge and
skills gained to solve or investigate a practical
problem. You will be expected to follow a
systematic approach to problem solving, as
shown in section 22.
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